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I. Introduction
The Evolution of the
Sprawl Debate in the
United States
By Robert W. Burchell'
Naveed A. Shad
Sprawl is the spread-out, skipped-over develop-
ment that characterizes the non-central city metropol-
itan areas and non-metropolitan areas of the United
States. Sprawl is one- or two-story, single-family resi-
dential development on lots ranging in size from one-
third of one acre to one acre (less acreage on the West
Coast), accompanied by strip commercial centers and
industrial parks, also two stories or less in height and
using a similar amount of land.'
Sprawl occurs to some extent in almost every
county of the United States, although it occurs in sig-
nificant amounts in only about one-quarter of the
nation's 3.000 counties. The most common form of
sprawl is its residential form, i.e,, low-density residen-
tial development in rural and undeveloped areas.
Some counties are characterized by nonresidential
sprawl, consisting of commercial and industrial devel-
opment with floor-area ratios (the ratio of building
square footage to land area) less than 0.2, located in
the same types of areas.2
Sprawl occurs, in part, because local governments
in the United States encourage this form of develop-
ment via zoning and subdivision ordinances that, in
turn, reflect the desires of the citizens. This type of
development is favored by the general public because
it is thought to (among other factors): 1) temporarily
dilute congestion while accommodating unlimited use
of the automobile; 2) distance new development from
the fiscal and social problems of older core areas, 3)
provide a heterogeneous economic mix; 4) foster
neighborhoods in which housing will appreciate in
value; 5) foster neighborhoods in which schools pro-
vide both education and appropriate socialization for
youth; and 6) require lower property taxes to pay for
local and school district operating expenses than loca-
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tions closer in.3
Sprawl is so well-accepted by the public that
the AAA-rated locations for both residential and
nonresidential development are increasingly far-
ther out rather than closer in, and more, rather
than less, segregated by type of land use.4 Gated
communities, farmettes, research parks, law
offices, medical groups, mega-hardware and
home improvement stores, theatrical and come-
dy clubs, new and used car lots, and restaurants
all now seek peripheral locations from which to
pursue of their markets. The move to the far
reaches of the metropolitan area began with sin-
gle-family subdivisions. Shopping centers and
garden apartments sprang up next, then
research and industrial parks, then restaurants
and entertainment facilities, and finally, dis-
counters of every form.
The unique aspect of all this development is
that few entities have ever failed because their
outward locational decisions were in the wrong
direction. Occasionally, a retailer or a residential
development has gone under because an exit on
the interstate or beltway was not developed as
planned. Rarely, however, has an economic enti-
ty failed in the United States because it was
developed too far out.
The newest, and soon-to-be one of the most
successful, airports in the United States is thir-
ty-three miles from the city of Denver; a taxi ride
from the airport baggage claim to the downtown
Hyatt costs forty dollars. Is this an anomaly? No.
Cincinnati's new airport is so far from the down-
town that it is not even in the same state! Both
airports have already drawn nonresidential
development and are now drawing residential
development to their edges. Both are tens of
miles from the nearest existing development of
these types. But neither can justify its location
solely on flight pattern interference with resi-
dential environments. Instead, the locations
were chosen for exactly the same reason other
land use locations are chosen: an abundance of
3. See Robert W Burchell, Fiscal Impacts of Alternative
Land Development Patterns in Michigan: The Costs of Current
Development Versus Compact Growth, SOUTHEAST MICH. REG'L
COUNCIL OF GOV'Ts (1997).
4. See Peter Gordon & Harry W. Richardson, Are
Compact Cities a Desirable Planning Goal?, 63:1 J. OF THE AM.
land was available, and it was both relatively
inexpensive and easy to assemble.
In sum, the majority of the American public
is not unhappy with the current pattern of devel-
opment in metropolitan areas-it simply can no
longer afford it. Thus, the primary concern about
sprawl development, at a time when the average
American is satisfied with its outcome, is cost.
And costs need to be measured not just in terms
of capital improvement but also in terms of
resource depletion. Land in the United States is
being consumed at triple the rate of household
formation; automobile use is growing twice as
fast as the population; and prime agricultural
land, forests, and fragile lands encompassing
natural habitats are decreasing at comparable
reciprocal rates. 5
As a result, the professional transportation
and city planning communities are beginning to
look at sprawl to determine whether an alterna-
tive to this growth pattern can be conceived, and
even more importantly, whether it makes sense
to pursue an alternative pattern of ;growth. Does
any alternative pose a viable option to current
methods and forms of metropoli,:an develop-
ment? A significant literature has developed in
this area and is briefly overviewed below.
II. Current Sprawl Antecedents
Sprawl, in its broadest sense, has long been
an American zeitgeist. Alexis de Tocqueville,
touring the United States in the early 1800s,
observed "no urban growth boundaries," but
rather marveled at "America . . .where every-
thing is in constant motion ... and where no
boundaries were set to the efforts of man" 6
Today's sprawl is the fr6ntier of long ago; it is
akin to the post-war suburb; both of which have
been extolled as defining American influences.
John Delafons, fellow at the Harvard/MIT
Joint Center in 1961, chose as a research topic
a comparison of British and American land use
PLANNING ASS'N 95-106 (Winter 1997).
5. See John D. Landis, imagining Land Use Futures:
Applying the California Urban Futures Model, 61:4 1, OF THE AM.
PLANNING AsS'N 438-57 (Autumn 1995).
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controls. His work, Land Use Controls in America,
provides an insightful look at the growth of the
American "system" of controls from 1920 to 1960
by an outsider who came from a country with a
very formal system of land use controls.
7
Delafons described the American system of mas-
ter planning, zoning, and subdivision control as
heavily influenced by a "prairie psychology." He
explained that American development patterns
are characterized by: 1) a supply of land which is
viewed as virtually unlimited; 2) land that is open
to all and property ownership rights that are
encouraged and protected by the Constitution; 3)
economic forces that are barely understood and
should not be tampered with; 4) development
professionals who prepare land for development
(i.e., they make sure utilities are in place and
feeder roads have been planned for), but do not
question whether the land should be developed;
and 5) a basic distrust of elected and appointed
officials, so that all procedures are codified and
development that qualifies under these proce-
dures does so "as of right," with minimal public
review.8
Delafons claimed American development
controls were "static," and thus lack the ability to
control tempo (timing) and sequence (which
location first) of development. Development was
free to wander and to take place incrementally in
the United States because existing land use con-
trols allowed this to happen.9
Many still agree with Delafons' insight.
Although some view contemporary development
patterns as a reflection of the invisible but sure
hand of the market,'0 the unbridled movement
outward of leapfrog, low-density development is
increasingly being viewed as an American ill."
Sprawl has taken on both a pejorative as well as
a descriptive connotation, an intermixing that




10. See Gordon & Richardson. supra note 4.
11. See Henry R. Richmond, Regionalism: Chicago as an
American Region. JOHN D. AND CATHERINE '. MACARTHUR FOUN,
(December 6. 1995).
12. See Arthur C. Nelson & Thomas W. Sanchez.
Exurban and Suburban Households: A Departure from Traditional
makes a balanced discussion, which attempts to
disentangle the costs and benefits of sprawl, dif-
ficult.
The shift to the suburbs has, of course, been
manifest for more than half a century. In 1940,
only 15 percent of the United States population
resided in the suburbs (defined as metropolitan
areas outside of central cities).12 As the millenni-
6m approaches, about 60 percent of the popula-
tion is counted as suburban. 13 Even the most
vehement critics of sprawl recognize that subur-
ban and exurban growth patterns have been, and
will continue to be, inescapable development
forms in the United States, The recent population
increase of some 20 million people per decade is
likely to continue for at least the next quarter-
century. 4 As a result, there will continue to be
"skipped-over development in rural and unde-
veloped areas It would be totally unrealistic to
expect even a moderate share of growth to occur
solely in already built-up neighborhoods in cities
or in close-by, inner suburbs Even the suburbs
are now being bypassed by development seeking
locations at the fringe of metropolitan areas 5
A. Early Conceptualization of the Term
"Sprawl" and Early Criticisms
Sensitivity to the consequences of sprawl-
like settlement predates the coining of the term.
The 1929 Regional Plan for the New York
Metropolitan area, for instance, warned of a
steady decrease in farms and open-space acreage
in the region and underscored the need for set-
tlement patterns that encouraged 'the face to
face association that characterized the old village
community."' 6 At the same time, the Regional
Plan spoke approvingly of "many carefully
planned outer subdivisions with good features."17
Concern about sprawl-like patterns of
Location Theory, 8-11 OF Hous RESEARCH f 1997). citing U S
Dept of Commerce, Bureau of the census, Census of
Population and Housing (1940, 1980. 1090j
13 SeeId
14 See id
15 See Nelson & Sanchez. supra note 12
16 Regional Plan Association, Neighborhood and
CommunIty P1anning. CMMITrEE GN REGIONAL PLAN OF NEW
YORK AND ITS ENViRONS 216 (1929j
17, Id at I
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development was appropriate at that time. The
Standard Zoning Enabling Act (1922),18 drafted
under the aegis of Secretary of Commerce
Herbert Hoover, the Standard City Planning
Enabling Act (1 928),19 and the Supreme Court's
recognition of the legitimacy of zoning in the
1926 decision in Euclid v. Ambler Realty,20
unleashed a barrage of "model" zoning and
planning-enabling legislation across the
United States. Euclidean zoning of segregated
land uses and the emergence of the automo-
bile began to establish the first distant "sub-
urbs" throughout the United States.
It was not until roughly the late 1950s and
early 1960s, however, that sprawl as a planning
term entered the literature. The land develop-
ment pattern it depicted was typically criti-
cized. Herbert Gans in The Levittowners described
Levittown development of the 1950s as "resi-
dents living in a sea of cell-like structures on a
remote potato farm with cars spilling out of
every street."21 In 1956, a Canadian planning
study described urban sprawl as "scattered
building development" that had led to "incon-
veniences in the placement of public and busi-
ness facilities."22 A year later, William H. Whyte,
describing urban sprawl as leapfrog, scattered
development, spoke of it as "a problem that
had reached national proportions." 23
The political and social climate of the peri-
od, however, provided definite financial incen-
tives for building homes in the suburbs in the
form of federally insured low-cost mortgages.
This period also witnessed the massive feder-
ally subsidized expansion of United States
highways 24 including the establishment of the
interstate system. The new roadway system,
together with the growth in accessible, low-
cost mortgages, helped push development far
18. See, e.g., CAL. GOVT CODE § 65800 et seq.
19. See, e.g., Id. § 65300 et seq.
20. Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S.
365, 369 (1926).
21. HERBERT J. GANS. THE LEVITrOWNERS: WAYS OF LIFE
AND POLITICS IN A NEW SUBURBAN COMMUNITY (1967).
22. Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board,
Urban Sprawl, Lower Mainland. New Westminster, B.C. (April
1956).
23. William H. Whyte Jr., Urban Sprawl, in THE
beyond the nation's central cities.25 Relatively
few people seriously challenged this new pat-
tern of growth in the outlying areas or ques-
tioned the changes in central cities brought
about by multi-lane freeways.
Discussion of sprawl's effects transcended
economics. Although the 1973 Rockefeller
Brothers Task Force publication, The Use of Land,
did not speak of sprawl per se, it concluded
that the dominant pattern of "unrestrained,
piecemeal urbanization" was leading citizens
to ask how such growth affected their "quality
of life."26 In a similar vein, The Language of Cities
defined sprawl as:
the awkward spreading out of the limbs
of either a man or a community. The
first is a product of bad manners, the
second of bad planning. Sprawl is a by-
product of the highway and automo-
bile, which enabled the spread of
development in all directions. As
builders scramble for lots to build on,
the journey to work is lengthened and
green spaces are consumed by gas sta-
tions and clutter.27
B. A Working Definition of Sprawl
Density, or more specifically, low density, is
one of the cardinal defining characteristics of
sprawl. But density has to be set in context.
Cross-cultural and place-oriented differences
factor into the definition of sprawl. Densities in
the United States overall are roughly one-tenth
what they are in Western Europe; in turn,
Western European density is much lower than
that of Japan and only a fraction of what Is
found in such locations as Hong Kong and
Indonesia. 28 And in all of the above locations,
EXPLODING METROPOLIS (1957).
24. See Interstate Highway Act of 1955, 23 U.SC §§
101-512 (1956).
25. See AMERICAN PLANNING ASS'N, CROWING SMART
LEGISLATIVE GUIDEBOOK - PHASE I (Interim Ed., 1997).
26. WILLIAM K. REILLY, THE USE OF THE LAND A
CmZEN'S POLICY GUIDE TO URBAN GROWTH 33 (1973),
27. CHARLES ABRAMS, THE LANGUAGE OV, CITIES 293-94
(1971).
28. See KENNETH T. JACKSON, CRABGRAS FRONTIER: THE
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suburban densities are lower than the densi-
ties of central cities. Sprawl is not simply
development at less-than-maximum density;
rather, it refers to development that, given a
national and regional framework (i.e., suburbs
in various locations of the United States), is at
a low relative density, and one that may be too
costly to maintain.
Sprawl refers to a particular type of subur-
ban peripheral growth. It refers to develop-
ment that expands in an unlimited and noncon-
tiguous (leapfrog) way outward from the solidly
built-up core of a metropolitan area. In terms
of land-use type, sprawl includes both residen-
tial and nonresidential development. Residential
development contains primarily single-family
housing, including significant numbers of dis-
tant units scattered in outlying areas.
Nonresidential development includes shop-
ping centers, strip retail outlets along arterial
roads, industrial and office parks, and free-
standing industrial and office buildings, as
well as schools and other public buildings.
These different types of land uses are, for
the most part, spatially segregated from one
another. The components of this type of
development are individually located in small
subdivisions in zoning districts. Within each
district, usually only one type of use is per-
mitted, e.g., single-family residential, shop-
ping centers, strip commercial, industrial, or
office parks. Thus, current land use controls
reinforce these emerging patterns.
Another of sprawl's distinguishing traits is
its consumption of exurban agricultural and other
frail lands in abundance, since these are the
types of land found at the periphery of devel-
opment. The loss of agricultural acreage takes
place in abundance because it is often the
cheapest land available for development.
Fragile environmental lands are swallowed up
because they are part of, or in close proximity
to, the otherwise developable tracts. These
tracts would not be developed, however, if the
environment was adequately protected.
SUBURBANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES ( 1985).
29. See Peter 0. Mueller, Transportation and Urban
Form: Stages in the Spatial Evolution of the American Metropolis,
in THE GEOGRAPHY OF URBAN TRANSPORTATiON (Susan Hanson
Under sprawl conditions, there is almost
total reliance upon the automobile as a means of
accessing the individual land uses. Seventy
years ago, the streetcar was the most popular
form of transportation to the suburbs.29
Nowadays the automobile is the most effi-
cient means of accessing sprawl's outward
extension and skipped-over development. For
seven-day-a-week business and recreational
use, including both at-peak and off-peak use,
nothing can match the automobile for cost.
efficiency, and versatility, at least in the short
term.
Some analysts also include the small devel-
oper and a lack of integrated land use planning as
important aspects of suburban sprawl, and
point to the relatively small residential subdi-
visions and nonresidential site plans created
by individual developers operating indepen-
dently of each other within the zoning dis-
tricts of the 10.000 local governments found
throughout the United States. 30 The legal
framework within which sprawl occurs is frag-
mented into numerous relatively small units.
separately controlled by discrete local govern-
ments with unique rules and regulations.
These localities have different fiscal resources
per capita (assessed valuation of residential
and nonresidential properties). Some are
quite wealthy, others have limited ability to
pay for local services. The poorer localities are
at a severe disadvantage when competing for
development, or attempting to guide develop-
ment using other incentives,
Still. it must be stressed that sprawl is
almost impossible to separate from all con-
ventional development Even though one may
be able to comprehend what appears to be a
better method of development, it is difficult
to translate that method into practice.
Some components of sprawl are not easi-
ly measured For example, although it is pos-
sible to track residential single-family and
nonresidential commercial and retail devel-
opment taking place at low densities and
ed., 19951
30 Sfe MIRON ORFELD, METROPQLmCS A REGIONAL
AGENDA FOR COMMUNiTY AND STABiLrrY ( 1997)
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accessed only by automobiles in rural and
undeveloped areas, this is the point at which
almost all tracking stops. Measures of
leapfrog development or development that is
spatially segregated are virtually impossible.
Measures of how much development is being
delivered by small developers in local juris-
dictions is achievable but generally unpro-
ductive. Finally, although a measure of gross
residential density (number of dwelling units
divided by area of jurisdiction) is available
from several sources and can provide some
indication of land taken per developed unit,
the gross measure often masks the actual
land takings of individual new develop-
ments.
On the other hand, there is little evi-
dence to suggest that conventional develop-
ment in a given location is anything other
than leapfrog, segregated and land-consum-
ing. Thus, sprawl development can be char-
acterized with some certainty as low-density
residential and nonresidential intrusions
into rural and undeveloped areas, and with
less certainty as leapfrog, segregated and
land-consuming in its typical form.
C. A Working Definition of the Costs of
Sprawl
The "costs" of sprawl have been talked
about for decades, often without a full
understanding of what these costs are and to
what level they should be assigned. In the
original Real Estate Research Corporation
(RERC) Costs of Sprawl study, costs were cal-
culated in six different substantive areas and
assigned to three different levels: infrastruc-
ture and transportation costs were assigned
to the community, housing and quality-of-
life costs to the individual, and energy and
environmental costs to both the community
and to society as a whole.31 This is a charac-
teristic of the sprawl literature that is only
beginning to be addressed at the end of a
twenty-five-year observation period. The
31. Real Estate Research Corp., The Costs of Sprawl:
Environmental and Economic Costs of Alternative Residential
Development Patterns at the Urban Fringe: (Volume I: Detailed Cost
Analysis; Volume II: Literature Review and Bibliography), U.S.
GOVT PRINTING OFFICE (1974)1 hereinafter The Costs of Sprawll.
work of Sam Seskin of Parsons, Brinckerhoff
and Terry Moore of ECONorthwest on full-
cost accounting of transportation costs is
breaking new ground in viewing the totality
of costs of public policy decisions,3 2 Their
work is the exception. Most co.;t-accounting
efforts assign sprawl costs to either the easiest or the
most common level of measurement.
For definitional purposes, tMe "costs" of
sprawl are the resources expended relative to a type,
density and/or location of development. These
"costs" involve physical, monetary, temporal,
and social/psychological resources. They
involve costs to the individual, to the com-
munity and to society. Most of the costs
specified to date are physical or monetary,
although occasionally social costs (e.g., the
loss of upward mobility) or psychological
costs (e.g., the loss of sense of community)
are documented.
The "benefits" of sprawl are mirror images of
costs. They involve resource gains due to type
of development pattern and include cate-
gories of gain similar to those of losses stat-
ed above. This might involve a temporal gain
in suburb-to-suburb travel time because
most residences and jobs are now both sub-
urban, or monetary gains due to reduced
housing costs also from building farther out,
or social gains such as the ability to achieve
homeownership, again due to location in
more distant places.
Costs and benefits are reported in the
form that the primary research provides. In
almost all cases, these are costs at the commu-
nity level, as opposed to costs at the individ-
ual or societal levels, or benefits at any level.
D. The First Studies on the Costs of
Sprawl
In the 1960s, professional research began
to be undertaken in numerous areas relevant
to the study of sprawl. Examples of this early
research include Innovations Versus Traditions in
Community Development,33 which looked at the
32. Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Ouade and Douglas &
ECONorthwest, A Framework for Evaluating the Impacts of
Alternative Urban Forms (1996).
33. Urban Land Institute (ULI), Innovations vs.
Volume 5, Number 2
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effects of development patterns on road
le ngths; Howard-County Study,34 which consid-
ered comparative, countywide costs of roads,
utilities, schools, and open space under
sprawl versus more planned scenarios; Urban
Form and the Cost of Public Services,35 which con-
sidered public service costs at varying densi-
ties; Planned Residential Environments,36 which
looked-at how different overall development
patterns influence trip generation rates and
distances; Total Energy and Pneumatic Waste
Collection Demonstration,37 which measured
likely savings in energy consumption in
planned communities; and The Relationship of
Land Use and Transportation Planning to Air
Quality Management,38 which examined how
development planning affects air pollution
on a regional basis. Although not articulat-
ed, the substantive foci in analyzing sprawl,
namely, the issues of transportation, infra-
structure, public service costs, and land and
environmental issues, were already being
formulated.
Many of these early studies were refer-
enced by the bellwether study, The Costs of
Sprawl, authored by the RERC in 1974.39 As
summarized by RERC:
This analysis presents a complete and
internally consistent set of estimates
for direct costs and adverse effects
resulting from prototypical housing
types and land development patterns
at neighborhood and community lev-
els. Six neighborhood prototypes--dif-
fering in housing type and density-
are analyzed, along with six community
prototypes which represent different
degrees of community-wide plan-
ning .... Stated in the most general
form, the major conclusion of this
Traditions in Community Development, ULI TECHNICAL BuLLETIN
No. 47 (1963).
34. Howard County (Md.) Planning Commission,
Howard County: 1985 (April 1967).
35. JOHN KAIN, URBAN FoRM AND THE COSTS OF URBAN
SERVICES (1967).
36. John B. Lansing. et al.. Planned Residential
Environments, INsT. FOR SOCiAL RESEARCH, U. OF MICH, (1970),
study is that, for a fixed number of
households, sprawl is the most
expensive form of residential'devel-
opment in terms of economic costs,
environmental costs, natural
resource consumption, and many
types of personal costs.
40
The Costs of Sprawl did not explicitly define
the term "sprawl." In fact, those close to the
study indicated that the term appeared as an
afterthought in the title and summary of
findings and was not used explicitly else-
where in the study The analysis of six com-
munity-level growth patterns within the
study implied that sprawl development had
at least two major traits, low average resi-
dential density (three units or less per net
residential acre), and a lack of comprehen-
sive planning at either the regional or com-
munity level- RERC did not define sprawl's
specific density characteristics, nor did it
define its residential and nonresidential
components.
RERC considered multiple impacts of
sprawl, which can be grouped into four over-
all categories encompassing- 1) public-pri-
vate capital and operating costs; 2) trans-
portation and travel costs, 3) land and natur-
al habitat preservation, and 4) quality of life
(see Table 1, infra).
Not considered in The Costs of Sprawl, and
not part of its research charge, was any
examination of sprawl's social effects, such
as its impacts on cities.
37 United States Dept, of Housing and Urban
Development, Total Energy and Pneumatic Waste Collection
Demonstration (Ref No 07-028 1972),
38- George Hagevik, The Relationship of Land Use and
Transportation Planning to Air Ouahty Management, CENTER FOR
URBAN PcL!cY RESEAR H, RUTGERS U f 1972j
39. The Costs of Sprawl, supra note 31, at 2-7
40 Id
Table I
Real Estate Research Corporation
The Costs of Sprawl: Substantive Areas of Inquiry
Public-Private Transportation Land and Quality
Topics Considered By R.ERC Capital and and Natural of LifeOperating Travel Costs Habitat
Costs Preservation













- Vacant unimproved acres X
Principal Environmental Impacts
- Nonauto air pollutants X
- Sewage effluent X
* Nonauto energy use X
*Water use X
The RERC study evoked a flood of commen- opposition on the costs and benefits of sprawl
tary; much praise as well as some criticism. Two are still present twenty years later and can be
of the better known criticisms were articulated seen in the recent exchanges between Gordon
by Altshuler4' and Windsor.42 Among other and Richardson. 45 and Ewing46 on I:he subject.
points, Altshuler argued that RERC underesti- Although the findings of The Costs of Sprawl
mated the demand for services by higher-densi- dominated the literature for some time. new
ty development and commingled the effects analyses continued to be published. Examples
resulting from high density and smaller-unit include David Popenoe's depiction of sprawl as
size.43 Windsor. in parallel, criticized RERC for low-density, scattered strip development,
not disentangling density from other factors, which focused on its adverse sociological
and among other shortfalls, argued that RERC implications. 47 In 1981, David Mil's described
ignored the benefits of sprawl, such as its sprawl as scattered, leapfrog development, and
"response to consumer preference" for single- discussed how it both abetted and resulted
family detached homes." These early points of from land speculation.48
41. See Alan A. Altshuler. Review of "The Costs of 45. See Gordon & Richardson, supra note 4.
Sprawl". 43:2 1. OF THE AM. PLANNING ASsN 207-09 (July 46. See Ewing. Is Los Angeles-Style Sprawl Desirable?,
1977). supra note i.
42. See Duane Windsor. A Critique of -The Costs of 47. See David Popenoe. Urban Sprawl: Some Neglected
Sprawl". 45:2 I. OF THE AM. PLANNING ASS'N 279-92 (July Sociological Considerations. 63:2 SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL
1979). RESEARCH 255-68 (1979).
43. See supra, note 41. 48. See David E. Mills, Growth, Speculation. and Sprawl
44. See supra, note 42. in a Monocentric City. 10 I. OF URBAN ECON. 201-26 (1981).
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III. Case Studies on Sprawl
A. The Interim Studies: Managed Growth
Costs in California
In the early 1980s. in response to the ram-
pant development of the 1970s, growth control
ordinances began springing up in California
cities. These included Davis 49 and Petaluma. 50
Before one or more of these ordinances were
challenged and set aside, initial inquiry con-
cerned their potential impact on local housing
costs. If growth were curtailed through building
permit or population caps, or through adequate
public facilities ordinances, would these factors
contribute to increased housing costs? Almost
everyone looking at these issues concluded
that growth control ordinances did increase
local housing costs.51 Further, excessive growth
management through protracted permitting
processes, including fiscal impact analysis,
coastal zone management procedures, natural
resource inventories, and other mechanisms,
were also found to increase housing costs. 2
B. Characterizing Sprawl: Crabgrass Frontiers
and Edge Cities
Kenneth Jackson's Crabgrass Frontier: The
Suburbanization of the United States, published in
1985,53 received much acclaim. Although sprawl
per se was not mentioned in this monograph,
numerous traits attributed by Jackson to the
"crabgrass frontier" were clearly sprawl-like in
character. These attributes were: 1) low residen-
tial density and the absence of sharp divisions
between town and country, 2) the socioeco-
nomic distinction between the center and the
periphery, and 3) a lengthy journey to work in
49. See Davis, Cal. Mun. Code § 12A. The Davis
growth control program is implemented primarily by a
housing allocation procedure that limits the number of
new single-family dwelling units as established in the
1973 DAvis GENERAL PLAN.
50. See Residential Growth Management System
Ordinance, Petaluma. Cal. Mun. Law, ch. 17.26, as amend-
ed by Ord. Nos. 1761, 1795. 1839. 1841, 2038. See also
Construction Indus. Ass'n of Sonoma County v. City of
Petaluma, 522 F.2d 897 (9th Cir. 1975).
51. See Lawrence Katz & Kenneth Rosen, The
Interjurisdictional Effects of Growth Controls on Housing Prices. 30
J.L. & Econ. 149-60 (April 1987); Seymour I. Schwartz,
David E. Hansen & Richard Green. Suburban Growth Controls
terms of distance and time, Jackson attributed
the permanence of the crabgrass frontier to
physical as well as political factors (e.g., that
America was land-rich and had fragmented
local governments). He also noted its problems
(e.g., high local public service costs and
increased automobile dependence) as well as
its benefits (high level of housing amenity and
individual open space),' 4
Approximately six years after the publica-
tion of Crabgrass Frontier journalist Joel Garreau
published Edge City; Life on the New Frontier5 (por-
tions of the book were actually in print before
this time). Unique to Garreau's work was the
concentration on peripheral nonresidential clus-
ters brought together at suburban junctures of
major beltways and axial interstate roads.
These -edge cities- formed a new kind of
metropolis because nonresidential develop-
ment was soon joined by high-density residen-
tial development to form relatively self-sustain-
ing urban clusters at the edges of built-up
areas. These clusters were unique, no more
than fifty existed in the United States, and they
represented sprawl at an urban scale,5
During the early part of the 1980s, in a
country with a refound admiration for capital-
ism. and in the latter part of that decade, In a
recession that paid the price for earlier deficit
spending, the literature on sprawl was relative-
ly quiescent The trend has reversed itself in the
1990s, as will be seen, there has been an out-
pouring of studies. To give a sense of the cur-
rent literature, and the current definition of
sprawl and its alleged costs and benefits, a
sampling is discussed here.
and the Price of New Housing, 81 OF ENVriL. ECON & MMT 303-
20 (December 1981), Seymour I- Schwartz, Peter M. Zom &
David E Hansen, Research Design Issues and Pitfalls in Growth
Control Studies, 62 LANn ECcNOmiCS 223-33 (August 1989j
52 See George R Parsons, The Effect of Coastal Land
Use Restrictions on Housing Prices, I c ENITL. EcoN & M:%rr.
25-27 (February 1992)
53 lAcsoN, supra note 28
54 Se tid
55 JOEL GARREAuJ, EDGE CtTy- LiFE oN THE NEw
FRON0TIER (1991)
56 Se id
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C. Sprawl arid Cities: Downs, Rusk and Barnett
In his 1994 book, New Visions for Metropolitan
America, Anthony Downs adopted a broader
approach for defining sprawl that primarily
referred to density but included some other
characteristics as well.5 7 Downs, building on an
earlier work, Stuck in Traffic, defined sprawl as
encompassing five major elements: 1) low-
density, primarily single-family residential set-
tlement (without any numerical density speci-
fied); 2) heavy dependence upon private auto-
motive vehicles for all types of travel; 3) "scat-
teration" of job locations widely across the
landscape in mainly low-density establish-
ments (also without any numerical density
specified); 4) fragmentation of governance
authority over land uses among many relative-
ly small localities; and 5) widespread reliance
on the filtering or "trickle down" process to pro-
vide housing for low-income households.58 New
Visions for Metropolitan America proposed a basic
method for analyzing sprawl, i.e., comparing its
results to the results that might arise from
alternative forms of metropolitan growth.
Downs described a way of formulating alterna-
tive outcomes through an analysis of the basic
traits of different growth strategies.59
As is apparent, even the most current liter-
ature on sprawl tends to describe its attributes
rather than quantify them. Very few quantified
analyses of sprawl's impacts or relationships to
other variables appear anywhere in the litera-
ture. As a result, few studies have mathemati-
cally or statistically linked sprawl to other con-
ditions or metropolitan traits.
A limited attempt at quantification was put
forth in the 1993 work by David Rusk, Cities
Without Suburbs.6o He calculated an "index of
elasticity" that measured the ability of cities to
extend their boundaries to encompass sur-
rounding urbanized development. "Elasticity"
57. ANTHONY DOWNS, NEW VISIONS FOR METROPOLITAN
AMERICA (1994).
58. See id.; see also Anthony Downs, Stuck in Traffic:
Coping with Peak Hour Traffic Congestion, BROOKINCS INST. &
LINCOLN INST. OF LAND POLICY (1992).
59. Id.
60. DAVID RUSK, CITIES WITHOUT SUBURBS (1993).
61. JONATHAN BARNETT. THE FRACTURED METROPOLIS:
is essentially the same as annexation, i.e.,
movement outward from the city center
(sprawl) without the creation of new political
jurisdictions. Rusk claims that cities with high
indices of elasticity are superior to those with
low indices of elasticity, in terms of income
distribution, racial integration, population
growth, and economic developmert. The best
cities are "elastic" cities, he claims, and applies
his index both to cities themselves as well as
their metropolitan areas.
City-suburban relationships were also con-
sidered by Jonathan Barnett in his 1995 book,
The Fractured Metropolis.61 This analysis of metro-
politan area trends is strictly narrative and
advances the thesis that American metropoli-
tan areas are splitting into "old cities" and "new
cities." Barnett proposes that future growth be
redirected into the "old cities." tv'uch of his
work is skewed toward physical design and
planning; it favors compact development over
sprawl and encourages commercial develop-
ment within, and the creation of urban growth
boundaries around, old metropolitan cities.
D. Second Generation Studies on the Costs
of Sprawl
Research into methods to address the
costs of sprawl and a study of the underlying
data have been undertaken at both the Center
for Urban Policy Research at Rutgers University
and at the University of California, Berkeley.
Starting in the early 1990s, Rutgers University
researchers, led by Robert W. Burchell a co-
author of this piece, began to quantify the rel-
ative impacts of alternative patterns of devel-
opment.62 One or two years later, under John D.
Landis, similar efforts were undertaken at the
Institute of Urban and Regional DEvelopment
(IURD) at Berkeley.63 Both research organiza-
tions have looked at the prospective impacts of
IMPROVING THE NEW CITY, RESTORING THE OLD CITY, RESHAPING
THE REGION (1995).
62. See Robert W. Burchell, Impact Assessment of the
New Jersey Interim State Development and Redevelopment Plan,
Report If: Research Findings (1992); Robert W. Burchell, Impact
Assessment of the New Jersey Interim State Divelopment and
Redevelopment Plan, Report III: Supplemental AIPLAN Assessment
(1992).
63. See John D. Landis, The California Urban Futures
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alternative development patterns. Both have
developed and used comprehensive land-use
models to carry out these analyses.
In both studies, costs are defined primarily
in terms of resource consumption at the com-
munity level, while sprawl is defined as
skipped-over, low-density residential and non-
residential development.64 The Rutgers effort
involved an analysis of the differing effects of
"trend development" (sprawl-like) and
"planned development" (comoact form with
managed growth attributes) in New Jersey. In
the Rutgers study, polar development patterns
are contrasted,i.e., "current" or "trend" growth
is measured against "compact," or "planned"
growth. The exact nomenclature in the studies
is unimportant; what is important are the dif-
fering land-use configurations and their
impacts, which are related below:
Current, or trend, development is his-
torical development in an area. The
land use literature describes this type
of devel6pment as skipping over exist-
ing development; land-consumptive
and inefficient use of available land at
or near the core of the metropolitan
area; and requiring significant accom-
panying infrastructure in the form of
roads, water and sewer lines, public
buildings, and the like. Compact, or a
more managed, type of development
attempts to direct growth to alfeady
existing locations of development
while preserving yet-to-be developed
areas. Nationally, the land use litera-
ture portrays compact development as
more efficient in its land use patterns
and thus less land-consumptive.
Accordingly, it often requires some-
what less development infrastructure.
Compact development is also viewed
as not limiting or restricting popula-
tion or employment growth at the
Model: A New Generation of Metropolitan Simulation Models, 21
ENV'T AND PLANNING 399-421 (1994); Landis, Imagining Land
Use Futures, supra note 5.
64. See supra notes 62. 63.
65. Burchell, Fiscal Impacts of Alternative Land
county, regional, or state levels.65
The Rutgers study developed a series of
quantitative models relating to land consump-
tion, road. transit and waterlsewer infrastruc-
ture, fiscal impacts, housing costs, and quality
of life to examine the relative effects of alter-
native development patterns Application of
these models across the aforementioned juris-
dictions revealed striking findings. For
instance, a shift away from sprawl to compact
growth was projected to reduce water/sewer
utility infrastructure costs by 8 percent in New
Jersey.
The Berkeley effort employs the California
Urban Futures (CUF) model of the San
Francisco Bay Area to tabulate land consumed
under three scenarios: (a) "business as usual';
(b) "maximum environmental protection"; and
(c) "compact cities."6 These scenarios are dif-
ferentiated, respectively, by 1a) not restricting
development either within the city or within
unincorporated areas, (b) applying a range of
environmental restrictions to both locations,
but not restricting growth per se; and (c)
restricting growth to acknowledge some envi-
ronmental limitations and countywide mini-
mum population projections. The two latter
alternatives show considerable overall land
savings, particularly sensitive environmental
land savings relative to the business-as-usual
scenario Total land saved in scenarios Ib) and
(c) was 15,000 and 46,000 acres, respectively.
Scenario (b) saved nearly 60,000 acres of prime
agricultural land, 10,400 acres of wetlands, and
2.800 acres of steep-sloped land Scenario 1c)
saved 28,000 acres of prime agricultural land.
10,400 acres of wetlands, and 8,000 acres of
steep-sloped lands.67
E. Studied Reactions to Sprawl-The
LUTRAQ Model (Oregon)
In the early 1990s. growth in the Portland
region was believed to hinge on the construc-
Development Patterns in Michigan, The Costs of Current
Devlopment Versus Compact Grovwth, supra NOTE 3,
66 Landis, Imagining Land Use Futures, supra note 5.
67 See id
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tion of a Western Bypass around the city. An
alternative plan was sought to try to accommo-
date growth without the need for more high-
ways. Sam Seskin of Parsons Brinckerhoff,
leading a team of researchers in the Land Use
Transportation Air Quality simulation
(LUTRAQ), compared the transportation
impacts of a transit-oriented development
(TOD) plan to the impacts of a preferred
Bypass alternative. 6 The LUTRAQ alternative
shifted the location of 65 percent of new resi-
dential units and 78 percent of new jobs to
locations within walking distance of light rail or
bus transit lines by reconfiguring expected
development into a series of mixed-use cen-
ters. The alternative showed a reduction in
vehicle miles traveled and a reduction of the
use of the automobile. Portland voters
responded by approving a $1 billion rail line
along which TOD will occur, and Seskin
received an American Planning Association
award for the research effort.
Subsequent analyses produced by
Genevieve Giuliano, however, found only small
gains associated with non-automobile mode
shares and very small reductions in vehicular
travel.69 Equally distressing, the magnitude of
investment in transit services was required to
be quite large to achieve the resulting changes
in mode shares. The LUTRAQ study uninten-
tionally demonstrated the limits of making
large investments in transit to influence travel
patterns. 70
F. At What Scale is Measurement to Take
Place? Urban Form and Transportation
At about the same time that Burchell and
Landis were looking at development form and
its effect on resource consumption, two other
important considerations began to emerge.
The first was the scale at which transportation
68. See Judy Davis & Samuel Seskin, Impacts of Urban
Form on Travel Behavior, 29:2 THE URBAN LAWYER (Spring
1997).
69. See Genevieve Giuliano, The Weakening
Transportation-Land-Use Connection, 6 AccEss 3-11 (Spring
1995).
70. See id.
impacts were being viewed; the second was the
effect of transportation on urban form, and vice
versa. In other words, while attempting to
define the indicators of sprawl and more com-
pact forms of development and their resulting
impacts, it became apparent that one needed
to specify at what level impacts were being
measured: individual, community, or societal.
Almost all studies to date have been undertak-
en based on impacts specific to the communi-
ty level. But Sam Seskin from Parsons,
Brinckerhoff, and Terry Moore from
ECONorthwest, began pursuing the issue of
"full" costs of transportation, attempting to
view the costs of transportation decisions at
the individual and societal scales as well as at
the community level.7' They determined, for
instance, that although using an automobile
was efficient at the individual and community
scales, it was expensive at a societal scale (air
pollution, road construction costs). Although
transit was efficient at individual and societal
scales, it was expensive at a community scale
(the cost to deliver transit). Arid walking,
although efficient at community and societal
scales, was expensive at an individual scale
(the cost of the individual's time).72
Seskin and Moore shifted the inquiry to
issues of the impact of urban form on trans-
portation, and vice versa. 73 The urban form
impacts on transportation were much as
expected. Seskin and Moore determined that
sprawl development could be served well only
by the automobile, while much more compact
development led to transit solutions. Mixed-
use development enabled walking and biking.
Transportation impacts on urban form were
not quite a mirror image of the fir3t, however.
Significant use of the automobile led to unlim-
ited spread development. Transit presence
brought users who also needed an automobile;
71. See Terry Moore & Paul Thorsnes, The
Transportation-Land-Use Connection: A Framework for Practical
Policy. PLANNING ADVISORY SERV. REPORT 448-49 (1994),
72. See Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas,
Cost of Travel in Boulder. (City of Boulder, Colo. July 15,
1996); supra, note 61.
73. See id.
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mixed-use development promoted foot and
bicycle use, but an automobile was still
required. Land use can affect transportation
mode and vice versa, but American society
today remains heavily dependent upon the
automobile.
G. The Bank of America Study: Business
Embraces the Anti-Sprawl Movement
In 1995, four groups; the Bank of America,
the California Resources Agency, the Greenbelt
Alliance, and the Low-Income Housing Fund,
published a study on sprawl that quickly came
to be known as the Bank of America Study.74
Those who champion land development alter-
natives to sprawl point to this study, the work
of one of the private sector's most influential
members, as a landmark. If the banks finally
realize that sprawl can no longer be tolerated.
recognition of the impacts of differing land
development patterns on society's resources
has indeed hit the big time.
The Bank of America Study summarized
changes in population, demographics and
employment that had taken place over the two
decades prior to 1990. It also referenced a land
use pattern that had taken place during this
same period of time and termed it "sprawl."
Sprawl was characterized by decentralized
employment centers and residential tracts
accessed almost exclusively by the automo-
bile. These decentralized locations were safe
and cheap places in which to locate and had
plucked all fiscal and physical benefits from
the central city. Further, the study noted that
the trend toward sprawl was aided and abetted
by the federal subsidies given to the automo-
bile.
The Bank of America Study was criticized for
its inability to adequately interpret the long-
standing criticisms of RERC's The Costs of Sprawl
report. The Bank of America study seemed to
buy into many of the arguments that favored
74. Bank of America, et al., Beyond Sprawl: New
Patterns of Growth to Fit the New Cafornia (1995).
75. See Robert E. Lang & Steven R Homburg,
Planning Portland Style: Pitfalls and Possibilities. 8:1 HOUSING
POLIcY DEBATE 1-16 (April 1997).
76. See ANTON C. NELESSEN, VISIONS FOR A NEW
the anti-sprawl position without an adequate
look at contrary evidence. Nonetheless, those
who championed the study as a summary of
the ills of sprawl used the Bank of America
imprimatur to promote the position that the
business community, at long last, was calling
for managed growth to conserve national
resources.
H. Is sprawl Liked or Disliked by the
General Public? Fannie Mae versus
"Vision Preferencing" Surveys
A question discussed and debated in a
number of circles is whether Americans like
their current development patterns. Often,
those responding have difficulty making the
distinction between shelter and location, and
between both of these and way of life.
Americans are asked about their environments
through two basic devices- a national, annual,
in-person, in-home Fannie Mae survey of owners
and renters on their housing" or a -visual pref-
erencing"-type survey on their environments.7 6
Eighty percent of Americans surveyed
identified the traditional single-family home
with a yard as the ideal place to live To afford
it, they wobld rather live farther out than take a
second job, tie up savings, put children in day
care, or incur heavier debt. Finally, they would
rather occupy an average house in a good
neighborhood than a good house in an average
neighborhood.77
Visual preferencing surveys 78 are typically
employed by planners and architects to test
sentiment for a redirection in current develop-
ment patterns and forms, These surveys con-
trast the current development pattern and
architecture with an alternative and ask those
surveyed to pick between the two, Often it is
hoped by those who administer these surveys
that the alternative development pattern will
be chosen and, accordingly, localities will
develop residential and nonresidential areas in
A.ERICAN DREAM- PROCESS, PRINCIPLES, AND AN ORDINANCE TO
PLAN AND DESIGN SMAL URBAN CoMMuImrs (1994),
77 See Federal Nat'! Mortgage Ass'n, Surveys of
Residential Satisfaction of Hounng Occupants ( 1985, 1989. 1992.
1994. 1996)
78, See Nelessen, supra note 76
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a different way.7 9 Most of those who experience
this exercise of choice opt for the alternative,
which typically shows a denser, more tradition-
al residential village center, rather than spread-
out residential subdivisions and strip commer-
cial developments.80
The results of most of the above categories
of literature on consumer preference and
sprawl indicate that people feel comfortable
with their current housing and its suburban
location, but also think that sprawl has an ugly
look and that suburbs are becoming increas-
ingly congested. Whether people would change
their housing type (single-family), form (single-
lot subdivision), or location (suburbs) to
achieve a different "look" or "feel," or to be free
from congestion, remains an unanswered
question.
I. An Unusual Finding: The City is
Important to the Region; The Usual
Finding: People Do Not Care
The United States has had a love-hate rela-
tionship with its cities for at least fifty years.
Research into this relationship has taken two
forms. The first is inquiry into the continued
importance of the central city; the second is
whether people will choose to live and work
there.
In the mid-1990s, two articles rekindled
interest in, and attempted to quantify the
importance of, the central city to its surround-
ing area. One was written by Elliot Sclar and
Walter Hook in 1993, "The Importance of Cities
to the National Economy"81; the other was writ-
ten by Keith lhlanfeldt in 1995 and entitled
"The Importance of the Central City to the
Regional and National Economy."82 At a time
when most scholars viewed the central city's
role in the region and nation as not critical and
of declining value, Sclar/Hook and lhlanfeldt
breathed new life into the debate on the role
and future of the central city with the following
arguments: 1) in most metro areas, the higher-
paying jobs are found in the central city; b) in
79. See PETER G. CALTHORPE, THE NEXT AMERICAN
METROPOLIS: ECOLOGY COMMUNITY, AND THE AMERICAN DREAM
(1993).
80. See Nelessen, supra note 76.
the metro areas of the 100 largest American
cities, half of suburban families had at least
one worker employed in the central city; c)
sixty-seven percent of suburban residents sur-
rounding the 100 largest American cities
depend on the city for major medical care
while forty-three percent have a family member
attending an institution of higher learning
there; d) cities provide low-cost housing for
low-wage workers employed in, ard necessary
for, the activities of suburbs; e) the overall
appeal of a region is influenced by conditions
prevailing within its central city.
Sclar and Hooks argued that the United
States subsidizes suburbs through homeown-
ership income tax deductions and by
federal/state cost-sharing of highway construc-
tion. Continued subsidization will cause
increasing auto dependence, and a further
channeling of most infrastructure expenditures
to road building, at the expense of education
and operating costs. According to the authors,
the United States ranks lowest among the
seven most industrialized nations in percent of
GNP that supports education.
lhlanfeldt found that central cities possess
certain "agglomeration economies" (the bene-
fits of scale) that will sustain their primacy in a
region. These include communications, labor,
and producer concentrations. Moreover, finan-
cial services such as investment banking, com-
mercial banking, legal auditing, and actuarial
services are provided primarily by central city
firms to suburban markets, and in many cases
to world markets. According tc Ihlanfeldt,
these activities are not likely to be taken on by
suburban firms, because few suburban firms
have the appropriate scale to conduct them.
The second issue regarding urban areas is
whether upwardly mobile households will con-
tinue to reside there. In the 1970s, the United
States experienced significant movement of
jobs and residents to exurban or rural areas,
During this period of time, non-metropolitan
areas were the locations of the fastest relative
81. ELLIOT SCLAR & WALTER HOOK, THI. IMPORTANCE OF
CITIES TO THE NATIONAL ECONOMY (1993).
82. KEITH IHLANFELDT, THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CENTRAL
CITY TO THE REGIONAL AND NATIONAL ECONOMY (1995),
Voblume 5, Numor 2Robeot W. Burchell, et ol.
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employment and household growth.8 3 During
the 1980s, there was stabilization, if not
growth, of metropolitan areas. Buoyed by sig-
nificant immigration and a slowing of metro-
politan to non-metropolitan out-migration.
metropolitan areas were beginning to grow.84
According to Peter Gordon, the latest
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) Regional
Economic Information System (REIS) data
indicate that the trend is once again toward
outer areas; indeed, over the last six years, out-
ward metropolitan movement is almost as pro-
nounced as it was during the 1970s.85 Gordon
found that the one constant in all of this has
been strong suburban growth, with parallel
rural growth tilting the scale to outward move-
ment, counterbalanced by even stronger sub-
urban growth with reduced declines of urban
areas tilting the scale toward inward move-
ment.8 The consistency of the suburban com-
ponent of this trend and renewed non-metro-
politan growth (the outward movement) do not
bode well for the future of the central city.
Gordon and his colleagues conclude, citing
additional data from the Economic Census
Central Business District (CBD) file, that:
The location decisions of households
are influenced less by workplace acces-
sibility than by availability of ameni-
ties, recreational opportunities, and
public safety. In addition, the locations
of firms are clearly becoming more
footloose under the influence of the
information revolution, just at a time
when core agglomeration diseconomies
(pollution, congestion, crime, fiscal
instability, etc.) appear to be outweigh-
ing the original agglomeration
83. See GEORGE STERNLIEB & JAMES W, HUGHES, EDs..
POST-INDUSTRIAL AMERICA: METROPOLITAN DECLINE AND
INTERREGIONAL JOB SHIFTS (1975).
84. See Peter Gordon. Harry W. Richardson & Gang
Yu, Metropolitan and Non-Metropolitan Employment Trends in the
U.S.: Recent Evidence and Implications, SCHOOL OF URBAN
PLANNING AND DEv. AND DEPT OF ECON., U. OF S. CALIF. (1997);
Arthur C. Nelson, William I. Drummond & David S,
Sarvider. Exurban Industrialization: Implications for Economic
Development Policy, 9 ECON. DEV. QUARTERLY 12 (1995). Arthur
Nelson & Thomas W. Sanchez, Exurban and Suburban
economies that pulled people and eco-
nomic activities together In this view.
the central cities are not coming back
any time soon 7
IV. The Mechanics of Paying for Sprawl:
Impact Fees, Takings, and Property
Rights
In order to pay for sprawl and not impact
current residents, local governments have
turned to economists and land use attorneys
to devise a system of assigning a share of new
required public service infrastructure to new
owners of developed property- These mecha-
nisms are termed impact fees, developer exac-
tions, or proffers and are based on the ratio-
nale of charging development costs to those
who have caused them. Impact fees are calcu-
lated by determining the specific costs that
one new unit of residential development or
1,000 square feet of nonresidential develop-
ment will cause in roads, water/sewer, public
buildings (schools and municipal), and other
capital infrastructure, Impact fees, developer
charges, or whatever moniker they are known
by. are currently the fastest-growing source of
municipal revenues Principal players in this
group are lames NicholasM of the University of
Florida and Christopher Nelson8 9 of the
Georgia Institute of Technology, Nicholas has
constructed impact fee schedules in numerous
counties and municipal jurisdictions, both
Nicholas and Nelson have significant academ-
ic and professional publications in this area.
The issue with impact fees specifically, and
with growth management strategies generally,
is that these mechanisms presuppose govern-
ment capacity to regulate land. This can
Households A Departurt from Traditional Location Theory, 8 1- oF
Hcus RESEARCH 2 1 19971
85 See Gordon, Richardson & Yu, supra note 84.
86 See id
87 Id (emphaszs added)
88 See JA. Es C N:CHOLAS, ARTHUR C NELSON & ULIAN
C JUERGENSWMEYER. A PRACITIONER'S GUIDE TO DEvELOPMENT
IMPACT FEES (1991)
89, SeeArthurC Nelson, Devwopment Impact Fees, 541
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amount to a taking that unconstitutionally
affects individual property rights. Although
most of these techniques have been upheld
against legal challenge, when they become
overly aggressive they are vulnerable to judi-
cial review2 °
This gets to what land use attorneys
describe as the "black hole" of takings
jurisprudence. Until recently, a severe test of a
taking has been applied.9' A land use regula-
tion is a taking if it: (1) does not substantially
advance a legitimate state interest; or (2)
denies an owner all economically viable use of
his or her property.92 Post-1990, there appears
to be an easing of this test in a direction favor-
able to property owners. 93 Charles Siemon,9 4
Robert Freilich,95 and Jerold Kayden 96 are
recurringly involved in litigation concerning
these issues or in designing land use regula-
tions to avoid such litigation. Suburban devel-
opment ordinances that require payment for
costs or link "social" objectives to the develop-
ment of real property will be tested by the
courts. To pay for sprawl, local governments
have become quite inventive at both deriving
fee schedules and in locating property owners
to whom the costs can be assigned. Much as
other forms of payment for sprawl are drying
up, if governments are not careful, so too will
these mechanisms.
90. See, e.g., United States v. Sperry, 493 U.S. 52
(1989) (holding that a government exaction of a percent-
age of any award from the Iran Claims Commission was
constitutional); Massachusetts v. United States, 435 U.S.
444 (1978) (upholding a flat registration fee assessed by
the United States government on civil aircraft);
Commercial Builders of Calif. v. City of Sacramento, 941
F.2d 872 (9th Cir. 1991) (holding that a city ordinance
conditioning nonresidential building permits on pay-
ment of fee to offset burdens associated with influx of
low-income workers to work in such developments did
not effect an unconstitutional taking); Garneau v. Seattle,
147 F3d 802 (9th Cir. 1998) (upholding a city ordinance
requiring landlords to pay one-half the cost of relocating
displaced low-income tenants as not amounting to a reg-
ulatory taking). See also Price v. Arch Cape Water Dist., 22
Or. LUBA 592 (1992); Nollan v. California Coastal
Comm'n. 483 U.S. 825 (1987); First English Evangelical
Church v. County of Los Angeles, 482 U.S. 304 (1987);
Fifth Ave. Corp. v. Washington County, 282 Or. 591 (1978).
91. See Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council,
V. Sprawl's Critics and the New Urbanists
In 1993, a study conducted for the
Chesapeake Bay Program defined sprawl as
"residential development at a density of less
than three dwelling units per acre."97 This def-
inition did not have a "locational component"
and was a modification of a definition pre-
sented in an earlier draft, i.e., "developments
having gross development densities of less
than three or four dwelling units per acre or
minimum lot sizes of at least one-quarter of an
acre, and frequently of at least one acre." The
latter definition had been criticized by Uri Avin
for including properties with too high a densi-
ty; it could be applied to many existing, close-
in subdivisions in both Maryland and
Virginia. 98 On the other hand, in California,
sprawl is currently taking place on 9,000-
square-foot lots. Clearly, the upper-level den-
sity cutoff varies considerably by legion.
Sprawl, and more generally, suburbaniza-
tion, were condemned in a polemical book by
James Kunstler.99 The title of the book, The
Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of
America's Man-Made Landscape, conveys his mes-
sage. The strident tone of the message is
reflected by the following statement: "We have
become accustomed to living in places where
nothing relates to anything else, where disor-
der, unconsciousness, and the absence of
505 U.S. 1003 (1992).
92. Seeid. at 1015.
93. See, e.g., Dolan v. Tigard, 512 U.6. 374 (1994).
94. See Charles L. Siemon, Successful Growth
Management Techniques, 29:2 THE URBAN LAWYER 233-50
(1997).
95. See Robert H. Freilich & Bruce G. Peshoff, The
Social Costs of Sprawl, 29:2 THE URBAN LAWYEPI 183-98 (1997).
96. See DWIGHT YOUNG, ALTERNATIVES TO SPRAWL
(1995).
97. CH2M Hill, Cosi of Providing Government Services to
Alternative Residential Patterns: Literature Review (1993).
98. See URI P. AvIN, A REVIEW OF THE COST OF PROVIDING
GOVERNMENT SERVICES TO ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS
(1993).
99. See JAMES KUNSTLER. THE GEOGRAPHY OF NOWHERE:
THE RISE AND DECLINE OF AMERICA'S MAN-MADE LANDSCAPE
(1993).
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respect reign unchecked." °0
Peter Calthorpe's book The Next American
Metropolis, published in 1993, offered a method
for determining population densities in an ide-
alized form of modern settlement. 101 He pre-
sented a scheme for clustering housing and
other improvements around transit stops at
specified densities which could, in turn, be
used to compute overall densities for ideal
future metropolitan settlements. His scheme
involved creating Transit Oriented Develop-
ments (TODs) around stations in a system of
radial fixed-rail transit lines emanating from a
region's major downtown. This approach quan-
tified aspects of an alternative form of future
growth. Calthorpe did not, however, present
any method of measuring the costs and bene-
fits of sprawl, nor of the alternative form he sug-
gested. Neither did he present any database to
use in carrying out such measurements.
Calthorpe is a "new urbanist," part of an
urban design movement called "neo-tradition-
alism." Neo-traditionalism calls for the devel-
opment of neighborhoods that resemble those
of the past, i.e., with grid street patterns, front-
ed by proximate single-family houses with
porches, sidewalks, alleys, and other tradition-
al features. The elements, returned to neigh-
borhood design, include mixed uses, the grid-
based street structure, higher densities, pedes-
trian circulation and transit use. The elements
removed include segregated, single uses, cul-
de-sacs, low densities, and automobile-domi-
nated neighborhood access.
The neo-traditionalists, led by Andres
Duany, and joined by Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, 10 2
Anton Nelessen, 03 Peter Calthorpe,' 04 and oth-
ers, view current development patterns (sprawl)
as driven by engineering standards and, accord-
ingly, devoid of the capacity for human interac-
tion. Neo-traditionalism is often proposed as a
100. Id.
101. Supra note 79.
102. See Andres Duany & Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk.
Neighborhoods and Suburbs. DESIGN 0. 10 (March 1995).
103. See Nelessen. supra note 76.
104. See PETER G. CALTHORPE, THE NExT AMERICAN
METROpOuS: ECOLOGY. COMMUNITY AND THE AMERICAN DREAM
design alternative to sprawl, even though
developments incorporating this type of design
can be found in sprawl locations. Nelessen's
vision preferencing analyses are sometimes
cited by those who oppose sprawl as evidence
that the American public is ready for this type
of design. The Duany-led new urbanists pro-
pose that the new urban-like grids replace the
current sprawl-like suburban networks.
VI. More Sprawl Critics - "Trusts" and Old
"Friends"
A critique of strip commercial develop-
ment, and sprawl in general, permeates the cur-
rent literature of the National Trust for Historic
Preservation (NTHP) and its leadership 0 5
Richard Moe, president of the NTHP defines
sprawl as -poorly planned, land-consumptive,
automobile-dependent development designed
without regard to its surroundings."06 He iden-
tifies two types-
.sellscape" retail development fre-
quently spurred by major discount
chains such as Wal-Mart and K-Mart,
occurring along major arteries and at
highway interchanges; and 'spread out'
residential development, usually con-
sisting primarily of single-family
detached houses, located on the edges
of existing communities or "leap-frog-
ging" into previously undeveloped
areas.107
This view identifies commercial strip develop-
ment as a manifestation of nonresidential
sprawl. it also identifies low-density single-
family subdivisions as a residential sprawl
type.
In a later work, Moe and Carter Wilke
(1993),
105 See lames Hendry, Potential Effects of a Mega-Store
in Kent County, NAT'L TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATON (1993),
106 Richard Moe, Growing Smarter Fighting Sprawl
and Restoring Community in America, NATL TRUST FOR HL sORdc
PRESERVATION (1996).
107. Id
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indicate that sprawl is causing communities
to become dysfunctional. 10 8 Communities
are either fighting for or losing ratables
because individual land uses are free to pick
up and choose where they want to go in the
metropolitan area. According to both
authors, growth controls and the reuse of
inner suburban and urban areas offer the
best chances for successful land develop-
ment by this measure.
A much more comprehensive view of the
components of sprawl is offered in Henry
Richmond's 1995 book, Regionalism: Chicago as
an American Region. 109 Richmond's conceptu-
alization of sprawl includes eight compo-
nents: 1) low residential density, 2) unlimit-
ed outward extension of new development,
3) leapfrog development, 4) spatial segrega-
tion of different land uses, 5) decentralized
land ownership, 6) primacy of automobile
transportation, 7) fragmentation of govern-
mental land use authority, and 8) disparity
in the fiscal capacity of local government.'" 0
Richmpnd, former director of 1000
Friends of Oregon and a participant in the
LUTRAO simulation study, offers a wide-
ranging critique of sprawl and includes
numerous carefully culled statistics sup-
porting his allegations. Many of his criti-
cisms also focus on the subject of his more
current research, the Chicago metropolitan
area. His criticisms are the basis for his def-
inition of sprawl. In defining sprawl, howev-
er, Richmond does not present specific
alternative forms of growth, either conceptu-
ally or in terms of quantified analysis.
Instead, he presents a long agenda of specif-
ic policy actions that would encourage a
regional approach to managing future
growth. His analysis, therefore, does not
provide either a method for measuring the
costs of sprawl or a specific alternative
development form that would provide a bet-
ter outcome.
108. .See RICHARD MOE & CARTER WILKE, CHANGING
PLACES: REBUILDING COMMUNITIES IN THE AGE OF SPRAWL
(1997).
109. HENRY R. RICHMOND, REGIONALISM: CHICAGO AS AN
VII.Sprawl Events
A. Lincoln Institute/Georgia Conservancy
Conferences
In the spring of 1995, the Lincoln
Institute of Land Policy hosted two impor-
tant conferences on sprawl. The first took
place in Washington, D.C., and was co-spon-
sored by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and The Brookings Institution.
This conference brought all the national
actors on sprawl together in a debate for-
mat. Sprawl's good and bad attributes were
debated before a national audience. This
was the first appearance of the defenders of
sprawl. Peter Linneman from the University
of Pennsylvania and Peter Gordon from the
University of Southern California proved
strong advocates for the free-market merits
of continued suburbanization, or sprawl.
So successful was the conference in
drawing national attention to the sprawl
issue, as well as in drawing attention to the
institutions that sponsored the conference,
that the Lincoln Institute held derivative
conferences in two locations, Florida and
California. Even though no debate was
scheduled, again the issue was raised: How
bad is sprawl? Gordon, joined by colleague
Genevieve Giuliano, provided a strong and
cogent argument in favor of sprawl and pre-
sented findings contrary to the research of
Seskin (LUTRAQ), Landis (California Futures
Studies), Burchell (Rutgers Modeling
Studies), and Downs (New Visions for
Metropolitan America). The savings gleaned
from LUTRAQ were described as minimal,
and the land/infrastructure savings of the
California Futures and Rutgers studies were
trivialized. Downs was also criticized for
assigning causes of central city decline to
sprawl that could not be defended.
In 1996 and 1997, at the annual meetings
of the Georgia Conservancy, sprawl was
again the topic of consideration. Like the
AMERICAN REGION, JOHN D. AND CATHERINE T. MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION (December 6, 1995).
110. See id.
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NTHP, the Georgia Conservancy shifted its
focus slightly from historic preservation and
was making a major substantive thrust at
curbing urban sprawl. These conferences,
which again attracted national spokesper-
sons on the manifestations and costs of
sprawl, were not a debate, but rather repre-
sented a summation on the ills of sprawl.
The Atlanta region was growing at a rate of
55,000 jobs per year, and the economy was
in such a boom period that growth was
flooding the arterials in and around the city.
Sprawl needed to be contained, and the con-
ferences were the beginning steps in an
attempt to create a mood for regional
growth management. However, even though
some sentiment for growth was apparent,
the consensus was that political jurisdic-
tions in Georgia were a long way from being
able to implement, even on a regional scale.
a growth boundary, the most elemental of
growth management techniques.
B. The Sprawl Debate: Ewing versus
Gordon-in Print and in Person
The debate over sprawl was brought
front and center in two "point" and "counter-
point" articles in the lournal of the American
Planning Association. The point article by Peter
Gordon and Harry W. Richardson critiques
the arguments and evidence frequently pre-
sented in favor of compact development
(i.e., energy, transportation, and infrastruc-
ture efficiencies) and argues that the decen-
I 11. See Gordon & Richardson, supra note 4.
112. See Ewing, supra note 1.
tralized suburban pattern of development,
in fact, offers many advantages, including
reduced travel times and lower housing
costs, as well as higher consumer satisfac-
tion."' In counterpoint. Reid Ewing makes a
strong case for the adverse effects of sprawl
(as opposed to the benefits of compact-
ness). 112 Ewing points to increased infra-
structure costs, increasing travel distances
and significant amounts of lost fragile land
as the adverse effects of sprawl.
For the purposes of this review, the
authors' respective definitions of terms bear
note. For Ewing. sprawl is defined both by a
series of three characteristics: I) leap-frog or
scattered development, 2) commercial strip
development, and 3) large expanses of low-
density or single-use developments, as well
as by such indicators as low accessibility and
lack of functional open space " 3 Gordon and
Richardson do not specifically define sprawl
(or compactness, for that matter). Instead,
they reference various traits. Sprawl is alter-
natively denoted by Gordon and Richardson
as low-density, dispersed, or decentralized
development, whereas compactness is asso-
ciated with higher densities and a downtown
or central-city spatial pattern versus a poly-
centric (or dispersed) spatial pattern." 4
Although the point-counterpoint authors
address more than fifteen different subjects
in discussing sprawl and its alternatives, the
subjects can be grouped into five broad
areas, as shown in Table 2, infra
113. Seid
114 See Gordon & Richardson. supra note 4
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Table 2
Ewing and Gordon-Richardson in Print
Substantive Areas of Inquiry
Public- Tramportation Land and
Topics Private and Travel Natural Quality Social
Author Considered By Capital and Costs Habitat ofLife Effects
Authors Operating Preservation
Costs
Ewing * Infrastructure X
(1997) costs
0 Public service X
costs
0 Transit X
0 Vehicle miles X
traveled
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The debate moved from print to person in
a forum held at the University of California,
Berkeley, in late November, 1997. Both Ewing
and Gordon had significantly increased the
weaponry used to support their individual
positions. Ewing began the session with points
of mutual agreement and spun out a longer
list than most expected. These included that:
(1) the market for transit was limited, (2) infra-
structure costs were higher for sprawl develop-
ment initially but could diminish over time
with infill, and (3) automobile costs as a func-
tion of suburban residence were high, but few
alternatives to this mode of travel and its
costs existed. Ewing and Gordon continued to
disagree about whether resource (energy,
land) consumption differences under sprawl
and compact development in light of national
and global resources were sufficiently signifi-
cant to cause concern, and whether the traffic
consequences of sprawl (excessive travel and
roadway congestion) could be argued away in
terms of either current or future methods of
resolution (higher travel speeds, congestion
pricing). The session was narrowly focused on
primarily transportation issues and never real-
ly dealt with the social or quality-of-life aspects
of sprawl.
C. Continuation of Sprawl Print - Housing
Policy Debate and the Urban Lawyer
Symposia
One of the leading housing journals,
Fannie Mae's Housing Policy and Debate, and a
respected legal journal, The Urban Lawyer, both
recently published symposia about sprawl.
Several of the individual articles bear mention-
ing, but an important first point is that both
housing and urban legal journals have come to
recognize that suburban sprawl is an important
topic for inclusion in their journals. This is sig-
nificant. Both of the journals have had special
issues on homelessness, exclusionary zoning,
affordable housing, the economies of cities,
the spatial mismatch of the poor in cities and
available jobs in suburbs, and so on. Neither
115. See Freilich & Peshoff, supra note 95.
116. See Siemon, supra note 94.
117. Lang & Homburg, supra note 75.
journal strays far from housing and urban
problems. Thus, implicit in the publication of
the two special issues on sprawl is the notion
that at least some component of sprawl sub-
stantially impacts housing issues and quality
of life. Sprawl does not only potentially cause
excess resources to be expended in providing
public infrastructure or, similarly, contribute to
the loss of special lands and habitats, Sprawl
does not only chain users to a single source of
transportation for access to residential and
employment opportunities, Sprawl has signifi-
cant social and quality-of-life effects as well.
In The Urban Lawyer compilation of articles,
Robert Freilich traces significant suburbanizing
periods and carefully points out their impacts
on central cities. Sprawl, he notes. is the force
that distills the city's economic base, and it is
orchestrated by suburban land-use controls
that promote exclusion) 5 Charles Siemon
points to the very limited number of tech-
niques available to implement growth man-
agement and the difficulty of using them with-
out encroaching upon property rights,'16
In the Housing Policy and Debate articles,
Robert Lang points to the voracity of sprawl
and characterizes it as thriving suburbaniza-
tion that will not be shelved.' 7 Lang further
comments that it is not productive to refer to
nonresidential sprawl as "edge cities.- a very
limited phenomenon whose time may be past.
To Lang, sprawl reflects market preference, and
its direction is clear. a continuing outward
thrust from its urban core. William Fischel of
Dartmouth also makes the point in the special
issue of Housing Policy and Debate that too much
growth management may cause housing mar-
kets to diminish)' 8 If you continue to castigate
sprawl, you may turn around and not find any.
The result of the on going sprawl debate is that
whereas at one time sprawl had only a solid
line of inquiry detailing its costs, there is now
a growing line of inquiry detailing its benefits.
118. William A Fischel. Comment on Carl Abbotts -The
Portland Region Where City and Suburbs Talk to Each Other-
and Often Agree. 8 1 Hous Pouc DEBATE 65-73 11997).
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D. Responding to the Charge: Regional
Cooperation and Regional / Statewide
Planning
A one-man crusade against factionalized
government has been waged by Myron Orfield,
state representative for the city of Minneapolis
in the Minnesota House of Representatives.
Orfield believes that the best way to control
sprawl is to get local governments to cooperate
in developing regional strategies, land-use
policies, and regulatory mechanisms. In his
book Metropolitics, Orfield composes an aggres-
sive regional strategy that links tax base shar-
ing to affordable housing provision, farmland
protection, and urban/inner-suburb redevelop-
ment. 19 Orfield is a realist, however, and
acknowledges that regional governments are
not growing nationally but regional coopera-
tion is. Currently, there is increased.willingness
to share selected municipal service delivery
systems; there is virtually no interest in forming
new regional governments. 120
At another level, there is an ongoing effort
to promote planning at state and regional lev-
els and to coordinate planning with infrastruc-
ture provision. State plans and growth manage-
ment initiatives have been successfully put in
place for the entire states of Oregon,
Washington, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Maine,
Maryland, New Jersey, and Rhode Island, and
for specific areas (e.g., the Coastal Zone, etc.) in
California and the Pacific Northwest. The guru
of statewide planning, who has followed it for
most of his career and has testified as an expert
witness in most state house hearings, is John
DeGrove' 21 of Florida Atlantic University.
DeGrove is also politically astute and realizes
that even the most encompassing state plan or
growth management act will either be voluntary
for compliance by subunits of government, or
non-punitive for non-compliance by these
119. ORFIELD, supra note 30.
120. See John Petersen, Statement made at Lincoln
Institute for Land Policy Conference (April 1992, reaffirmed
Summer 1996).
121. See John M. DeGrove. The Pay As You Go
Challenge: Financial Management in a Growth Environment, in
FINANCING GROWTH: WHO BENEFITS? WHO PAYS? How MUCH?
(Susan G. Robinson, ed., 1990).
same subunits.
No discussion of growth management
would be complete without discussing the work
of Douglas Porter of the Growth Management
Institute. For a decade, Porter has been a focal
point of the literature on growth management.
From State and Regional Initiatives for Managing
Development 122 to Managing Growth in America's
Communities,123 Porter has been involved in
implementing managed growth alternatives.
This includes model regulatory and program-
matic techniques and pairing these specific
techniques with a particular growth manage-
ment issue or problem. One of the most diffi-
cult tasks in land use is to effect meaningful
region-wide growth management, Porter has
been involved with most of these growth man-
agement implementation efforts nationally.
E. Responding to the Charge: Sustainable
Development and Smart Growth
As yet another response for a new direction
in land use, the sustainable development and
smart growth movements have emerged in the
United States. 24 The sustainable development
movement in the United States is a direct out-
flow of the World Congress on Sustainable
Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
This philosophy of development: reflects a
desire to "develop today without compromis-
ing available resources for future genera-
tions."'21 For the most part, overburdened
American communities in the South, South-
west and West have justified growth manage-
ment programs under the guise of compliance
with this norm.
Currently, twenty-one communities in the
United States have adopted sustainable devel-
opment ordinances that essentially limit
growth to the degree that public facilities and
services are in place to accommodate this
122. DouGLAs R. PORTER, ED.. STATE AND REGIONAL
INITIAVES FOR MANAGING DEVELOPMENT: POLICY ISSUES AND
PRACTICAL CONCERNS (1992).
123. DOUGLAS R. PORTER, MANAGING GROWTH IN
AMERICAS COMMUNITIES (1997).
124. See KEVIN I. KRIZEK & JOE POWER, A PLANNER'S
GUIDE TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (1996),
125. See id.
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growth. Counties and regions are preparing
development policies consistent with the goals
of sustainability. In Florida, the Governor's
Commission for a Sustainable South Florida in
December 1997. enacted an energy conserva-
tion policy for the southern portion of the
state. Among energy conserving ideas, the
Commission required utility companies to
derive measures other than expansion of the
user base, as appropriate indices of perfor-
mance. Further, this Commission is deciding
how improved transportation, education, and
employment opportunities either add to or
possibly detract from the goals of sustainabili-
ty.
Precursors to current sustainability regula-
tions were the 1970s growth control efforts of
California and Florida cities, and the concur-
rency requirement of the Florida Growth
Management Act of 1985.126 In the United
States, the President's Commission on
Sustainable Development, the Department of
Commerce, the Economic Development
Administration (EDA), and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) have implemented
sustainable development objectives that their
funded projects must observe. For the most
part, the emphasis on sustainable growth
ensures that capital projects respect the envi-
ronment of which they are a part and do not
unnecessarily spur growth in locations where
existing infrastructure cannot support the
growth.
Smart Growth is an initiative of the American
Planning Association (APA), the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). and
the Henry M. Jackson Foundation on the one
hand, and the National Resource Defense
Council (NRDC) and the Surface
Transportation Policy Project (STPP) on the
other. The APA/HUD initiative calls for an
updating of land-use controls to make them
more sensitive to the ongoing problems of lack
126. Florida Growth Management Act of 1985. Fla.
Stat. Ann. § 186.009 (West 1997).
127. See Natural Resources Defense Council and
Surface Transportation Policy Project, The Toolkit for Smart
Growth (1997).
128. American Planning Ass'n, supra note 25.
of housing diversity, traffic congestion, and
environmental degradation. The initiative also
calls for land-use controls that emphasize
compact development to conserve resources,
that limit development in undeveloped areas
while encouraging investment in older central
cities, that promote social equity in the face of
economic and spatial separation, and that are
sensitive to the role of the private market and
the need for simplicity and predictability in
land use.
The NRDC/STPP Smart Growth effort con-
sists of a "Toolkit" for policymakers that
attempts to promote growth that is -compact,
walkable, and transit accessible- and will ulti-
mately "compete better with sprawl in policy
forums and in the marketplace," This "Toolkit"
contains; 1) three policy reports on sprawl's
environmental, economic, and social impacts;
2) research reports on sprawl-induced fiscal
impacts and infrastructure requirements
(including utilities and roads); and 3) a "Smart
Growth Guidebook."127 Maryland and Rhode
Island, for example, have adopted smart
growth legislation at the state level. 128 These
statutes are intended to withhold, or at least
sharply limit, any subsidies for new roads, sew-
ers, or schools for political jurisdictions out-
side state-targeted smart growth areas.129
Colorado has also introduced a similar initia-
tive. 130 All of the above techniques have as
their basis the better management of growth
and a component of the program that empha-
sizes more compact development patterns for
the purpose of resource conservation.
VIII. Conclusion
Sprawl is a type of growth in the United
States that even the most unenlightened real-
ize needs rethinking, Yet sprawl is so endemic
to the culture of the United States that it is
almost impossible to change. Americans like
129 Ste Id. MD_ ExEc, ORD 01.01,1998.04
<httpJwww op state mdusismartgrowth/execorderhtm>,
Rhode Island Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Act,
RI GEN LAws tit- 45, chs- 1, 22, 23 24-45 (1998)
<httpJAvww ruin state ri uslstatutesttitle45Jindexhtm>,
130 See Colorado Responsible Growth Act, proposed
(1998) (defeated in the Colorado Legistlaturej
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its outcome. It provides safe and economically
heterogeneous neighborhoods that are
removed from the problems of the central city.
In low-deftsity, middle-class environments, life
is lived with relative ease, and when residents
wish to relocate, they typically leave in better
financial condition-the result of housing
appreciation.
The public services available to residents
in sprawl locations are more than adequate,
and their cost, until recently, has been relative-
ly inexpensive. But costs are beginning to
increase. Americans are looking, albeit half-
heartedly, for an alternative to current develop-
ment patterns. There is a general sentiment
that communities and individuals specifically,
and society as a whole, cannot continue to pay
for the costs of sprawl. Costs have been held at
a manageable level only because existing infra-
structure is ignored and developmental infra-
structure is not repaired or replaced adequate-
ly.
Over time, sprawl has garnered a long list
of detractors, but observers are increasingly
asking that the issues be discussed fairly. Most
of the. early literature criticized sprawl, but
much of the recent literature asks for an analy-
sis that deliberately isolates both the costs and
benefits of sprawl. Future research needs to
break down the phenomenon of sprawl into its
basic alleged impacts, both positive and nega-
tive, and to detail deliberately the strengths
and weaknesses of these impacts.
